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Linear models for Classification (focus on binary classification)
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Other transformations of ℎ𝒘 𝒙 can 
be used, as long as the output 𝑦 is a 
two-value set 
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Linear classifier: Perceptron, a long history rooted in neuroscience

§ A neuron activates / fires (e.g., output passes from 0 to 1) if the sum of the inputs reaches a certain 
internal threshold. 

§ The perceptron machine (yes, hardware!) was developed in 1958 by F. Rosenblatt, designed after the 
model of Hebbian learning in neurons: Input weights can be learn to let the neuron responding 
according to a desired mapping between input and output

𝑑

𝑑

v First model of a linear classifier is the perceptron model, designed by F. Rosenblatt in the 50’s-60’s  as the 
model of an artificial neuron.

v In turn, Rosenblatt, was inspired by the earlier seminal work of W. McCulloch and W. Pitts (1943) about the 
definition of formal neurons as threshold logic units for building a computing machine
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Perceptron and logic gates
o The original work of McCulloch and Pitts was about identifying threshold units to implement computing 

machines, that can be realized out of logical gates: AND, NAND, NOR, NOR

o In addition to make decisions (classification), perceptrons can be used  to compute (or learn) elementary 
logical functions such as AND, OR, and NAND, that have linearly separable input domains

One possible solution is:
𝑤" = −1, 𝑤#= 1.1, 𝑤$= 1.1

Infinitely many other solutions exist!
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Perceptron algorithm: learning the weights

o Given 𝛼 and training data 𝒟 = 𝒙 % , 𝑦 %
%&'
(

o Initialize: 𝒘) (e.g., 𝒘) = [0,0,⋯ , 0])

o Repeat until stopping-criterion:

o Select a random sample 𝒙 * , 𝑦 * ∈ 𝒟

o If 𝑦 * ≠ sgn 𝒘+
"𝒙 * Update: 𝒘+,' ← 𝒘+ + 𝛼 𝑦(*)𝒙 *

Goal: Iteratively adapt the weights to minimize classification mistakes

Perceptron rule: on a mistake, 
update as follows

• Mistake on positive:
𝑤%&# ← 𝑤% + 𝑥

• Mistake on negative:
𝑤%&# ← 𝑤% − 𝑥
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Perceptron algorithm: learning the weights
ü Natural greedy procedure: 

o If true label of 𝑥 is +1 and 𝑤! is incorrect on 𝑥 we have that 𝑤! # 𝑥 < 0

o After the update, 𝑤!"# becomes equal to 𝑤!"# ← 𝑤! + 𝑥

o Therefore,  𝑤!"# # 𝑥 = 𝑤! # 𝑥 + 𝑥$ where the positive term 𝑥$ has been 
added, such that there’s more chance that now 𝑤!"# # 𝑥 is positive and would 
classify 𝑥 correctly

o Similarly for mistakes on negative examples. 

Let’s state perceptron procedure using slightly different words: at each step by use a random sample and use it to 
adapt the weights minimizing a loss function 

o Loss function: squared error, ℓ 𝒘, 𝒙 % , 𝑦 % = #
$
𝑦 % − 3𝑦 % (𝒘)

$

o Gradients: of the squared error function
o Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) perform gradient descent on a single sample (approximated gradient)
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Beyond the perceptron
o The perceptron can learn a linear function

o It can used to learn or implement logic gates 

o à In principle a network of perceptrons can be used to learn any boolean function (non-linear)

A function adding two bit

Using perceptron 
units

ü How do we learn the weights in these 
complex networks of perceptron units for 
(non-linear) boolean functions?

ü What about non-linear functions of 
continuous inputs?
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Perceptron algorithm: properties 

o If the problem is not linearly separable, the perceptron update rule may not converge
o Convergence to some linear separator is guaranteed if 𝛼 decays as 𝑂 #

&
and data are presented randomly
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Artificial Neural Networks
ü The idea of mimicking  (to some extent) what’s going on in the human brain makes sense

o Parallel and Distributed Network of firing / activation units (neurons) performing (complex!) computations 

Design of Artificial Neural Networks

Human brains
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Artificial Neural Networks for learning non-linear functions

v Goal: Learn a generic non-linear function, 𝑓: 𝑋 → 𝑌

o 𝑋 feature space: (vector of) continuous and/or discrete vars

o 𝑌 output space: (vector of) continuous and/or discrete vars

o 𝑓% (neural) network of basic units 

Ø Learn a parametric non-linear function, 𝑓𝒘: 𝑋 → 𝑌

Ø Represent 𝑓𝒘 by a (multilayer) network of basic units

ü Gradient descent

v A neural network is a (non-linear) 
parametric function approximator
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Architecture of a NN: Multi-Layer Perceptron, units

ü One input layer

ü One output layer

ü One or more hidden layers

o A single perceptron has no hidden layers

v Hidden layers allow to learn non-linear functions

Feed-Forward MLP Deep network (> 3 hidden layers?)
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Architecture of a NN: Recurrent NNs

ü A set of visible units

ü Zero or more sets of hidden units

ü Undirected graph, symmetric connections between the units

ü The network has a state

• Unsupervised learning problems 
(learn input models)

• Optimization problems
• …
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What type of units should we use? (MLPs)

v The classifier / regressor is a multilayer network of units

o Each unit takes some inputs and produces one output. Output of one unit can be the 
input of another. 
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Multi-layer network of linear units?
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Multi-layer network of perceptron units?
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Multi-layer network of sigmoid units?
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Sigmoid unit (Logistic regression!)
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Let’s give a more in-depth look to MLPs (slides from Piyush Rai)

o Each node (a.k.a. unit) in the hidden layer computes a nonlinear transform of inputs it receives 
o Hidden layer nodes act as features in the final layer (a linear model) to produce the output 
o The overall effect is a nonlinear mapping from inputs to outputs
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Illustration: a NN with one hidden layer
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Illustration: a NN with one hidden layer
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Illustration: a NN with one hidden layer
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Common activation functions: Optimization matters!
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Illustration: a NN with one hidden layer
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Illustration: a NN with one hidden layer
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Illustration: a NN with one hidden layer
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A more compact representation
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NN with one hidden layer and single output
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NN with one hidden layer and multiple outputs
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NN with multiple hidden layers and multiple outputs
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NN are feature learners!

vAn NN (single/multiple hidden layers) tries to learn features that can predict the output well 
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Deep (Convolutional, especially) networks are good feature learners
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Why learning features with an MLP  is helpful
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Expressive capabilities of NN: the good
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… the bad: design issues
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Representational power of hidden layers
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Effect of increasing the hidden layers
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Wide or deep?
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Wrap-up, Take-home messages

o Perceptron model for linear functions

o Perceptron algorithm for learning the weights (equivalent to SGD on squared loss function)

o Perceptrons and biological neural models

o Limitations of perceptron units

o From brain models to artificial neural networks for non-linear function approximation

o Structure of a unit, pre-activation and activation functions

o Multi-layer perceptrons, feed-forward networks

o Recurrent network models

o Hidden layers and feature aggregation and propagation, feature learning

o Weight matrices, number of parameters in a networks

o Theoretical properties of MLPs

o Design choices, overfitting, complexity


